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INTRODUCTION 
Drozd et al. [3], extending the earlier results for commutative rings due 
to Bass [l], introduced the notion of Bass orders and investigated their 
properties. One of the most prominent results accomplished by them is the 
classification of Bass orders (see [3, Sects. 5 and 61 or [S, Chap. IX, 
Sect. 61). Recently, Hijikata informed the author that he doubted some of 
the proofs in [3, 51. Indeed, after a careful reading of [3,5], we find that 
the classification of Bass orders in (0)z is incomplete, where (O)* is the 
ring of all 2 x 2 matrices over a separable division algebra D. 
In [3], they claim the following. 
LEMMA A [3, Proposition 14.1; 5, Chap. IX, Lemma 6.221. Let A be a 
local Bass order in (D)2. Then a conjugate of A contains [Ed, where A is the 
unique maximal order in D and E is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
Using this lemma, they assert that Bass orders are classified according to 
their basis over IEd and these bases are given in a list (see [S, Chap. IX, 
Sect. 6, p. 2861). We have, however, discovered local Bass orders in (D), 
such that no conjugate of them contains EA. 
In Section 1, we give some preliminary lemmas. In Sections 2 and 3, we 
construct chains of Bass orders in (D)z (Theorems 2.4 and 3.4) and under 
a special D, we provide local Bass orders which are counterexamples to 
Lemma A (Examples 2.5 and 3.6). Finally, in Section 4, looking over the 
orders in the list of [S, Chap. IX, Sect. 6, p. 2861, we conclude that many 
orders constructed in Sections 2 and 3 are new Bass orders. 
Throughout the paper, we preserve the following notation. Let R be a 
complete discrete valuation ring, rc its prime element, and K its quotient 
field. Let A be an (R)-order in a separable K-algebra A; that is, n is a sub- 
ring of A which is an R-algebra and a finitely generated R-module such 
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that AK= A. An order A is called Gorenstein, if Hom,(A, R) is projective 
as (right or left) A-module. An order A is called Bass, if every over order 
of A in A is Gorenstein. The reader is referred to [2, Sect. 371 or [5, 
Chap. IX, Sects. 5, 61 for the basic facts about Gorenstein and Bass orders. 
Let I- and ,4 be orders with r=, A. Then we say that f is a minimal over 
order of A, denoted by I-> A, whenever there is no order A’ such 
that l-2 A’s A. For an R-submodule M of A, we put O,(M) = 
{x E A: Mx c M} and O,(M) = {x E A: xMc M}. The unit group of a ring 
T is denoted by u(T). 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We provide some lemmas which will be used in Sections 2 and 3. For the 
benefit of the reader, we give some proofs for these lemmas, which are 
given in the previous studies. The following basic lemma is used 
throughout the paper. 
LEMMA 1.1 Let A be a nonmaximal local order and r = O,( rad A). 
Suppose that r/A is a cyclic right or left A-module. Then A is Gorenstein. 
Moreover, if r is Bass, then A is also Bass. 
Proof (cf. [2, Theorem 37.171). The second assertion follows at once 
from the first one. Let N= rad A. Then, by the duality (- )* = 
Hom,(-, R), we have Z(.(A*/NA*))=I(((NA*)*/A),), where I(M) 
denotes the length of a module M. Since a kernel of the canonical 
epimorphism NO,, A* --) N/i* + 0 is R-torsion, we have the isomorphisms 
(N/i*)* z (NO,, A*)* rHom,4(N, A). We put T= Hom,(N, A). Then T 
can be identified with a A-bimodule {x E A: xN c A]. Thus we have 
f(,,(A*/NA*)) = f(( T/A),). We shall show 1( T/A) = 1. If it is done, then A* 
is cyclic by Nakayama’s Lemma, so A* z A. Hence A is Gorenstein. Now, 
I-’ is contained in T, since r= O,(N). When T = I-, T/A is cyclic by the 
assumption. Thus I( T/A) = 1 because T/A is semisimple. Suppose that 
T# f. Since T/A is semisimple, there exists a finite collection { Vi} of 
A-submodules of T such that T= x Vi, Vi 3 A, and Vi/A simple. There 
must be some i with V,N $ N. Put V= Vi. Then A 1 VNs N implies 
A = VN. Thus V is cyclic, so V is projective. Consider the diagram 
O+N+A+A/N+O 
II 
O-A+ V+A/N+O. 
Then we have A @ A r V@ N by Schanuel’s lemma. Thus N= rad A is 
projective. This shows that A is local hereditary, so it is maximal, contrary 
to the assumption. This completes the proof. 
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We quote the following lemma from [S]. 
LEMMA 1.2 [S, Chap. IX, Lemma 6.61. Let A be a loal Gorenstein order. 
Then r= Hom,(rad A, A) is the unique minimal left and right A-ideal in A 
properly containig A. If A is not maximal, then r is an order and 
r= O,(rad A) = O,(rad A). Especially, I’ is the unique minimal over order 
of/i. 
Let D be a separable division K-algebra and (D)* the ring of all 2 x 2 
matrices over D. The following lemma is shown in the proof of [S, 
Chap. IX, Lemma 6.221. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be a local Bass order in (D),. Then there exists a 
unique ascending chain of Bass orders 
A=A,<A,< ... <A, 
such that A,,, . . . . Ak _, are local, and A, is hereditary. 
Proof: Using Lemma 1.2 repeatedly, we get a unique chain 
A,< ... < Ak such that A,, . . . . Ak- i are local and Ak is nonlocal. We will 
show that Ak is hereditary. Since Ak-, is local Bass, we may assume that 
k = 1. Put N= rad A, N, = rad A,, and F = A/N. By Lemma 1.2, 
A, = O,(N) and dim,(Ai/A) = 1. Thus dim,(A,/N) = 2. Since N is a two- 
sided ideal of A,, N, contains N. If N, #N, then dim.(N,/N) = 1, so we 
have dim,(A,/N,)= 1. Thus A,/N, is a simple A,-module, that is, A, is 
local, a contradiction. This shows that N, = N. Thus Ni generates A: r A, 
by [2, Proposition 37.121; that is, A, @Mz NY for a A-module M. Since 
A, is a nonlocal order in (D)z, we can put A, = P, @ P,, where each Pi is 
an indecomosable projective A-module such that P,K is a simple (D)*- 
module. Thus N, = X, 0 X,, where each Xi = rad Pi is indecomposable. If
P, F P2, then we have at once that A, z N, by Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya 
Theorem. If P, z P,, then X, z X,, so similarly we have A, z N, . Conse- 
quently, N, is projective, that is, A, is hereditary. 
By the structure theorem of hereditary orders, a conjugate of the 
hereditary order Ak in Lemma 1.3 equals (A)2 or Ah = (i o,“), where A is 
the unique maximal order in D. We are interested in Bass orders in (D),, 
so we study two cases above minutely in the subsequent sections, Sections 
2 and 3. 
2. CHAINS OF BASS ORDERS STARTING FROM (A), 
In this section and the next, we keep the following assumption and nota- 
tion, unless otherwise stated. We assume that the residue class field f of R 
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is a finite field with q elements. Let D be a central division K-algebra and 
let (D :K) = n2. Let A be the unique maximal R-order in D. We quote the 
structure of A due to Hasse from [4, Sect. 143. It follows from [4, 
Theorem 14.53 that A = 0 ;;10 o’ajR and D = 0 y;JO w’a-IK, where a is 
the primitive (q” - 1)th root of 1 over K, cY = rr, and ao = oa4 for some 
integer r with (r, n) = 1 and 1 d r dn. We call the fraction r/n Hasse 
invariant of D. The radical of A is OA = Aw. It holds that d= A/oA = f[ti] 
is an extension of f of degree n and 5 is the primitive (q” - 1 )th root of 1 
over f. Let W= K[a] and S= R[a]. Then S is a complete discrete valua- 
tion ring with its prime element K and residue class field S/r&z 2. W is a 
quotient field of S. We have OS = So and A = @ y:,’ O’S Since we assume 
that f is a finite field, F= d is a galois extension of f. Let 0 be the 
Frobenius automorphism of F over f defined by cr: .X H x9 (x E F). Then the 
galois group Gal(F/f) is generated by g. W is also galois over K such that 
Gal( W/K) 2 Gal(F/f) (see [4, Sect. 5b]). In this section, we study local 
Bass order A in (D), such that there exists a unique chain of Bass orders 
A = A, < ... < Ak _, < (A), where A,, . . . . Ak-, are local. First, we 
determine all local Bass orders A with (A), > A. 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the local 
Bass orders A with A < (A), and the f-subalgebras L of (F), such that L is 
a field and dim,(F), = 2. The correspondence is given 6) 
A= p-‘(L), L = Afrad A, 
where p: ( A)2 + (F)2 is a canonical projection. 
ProoJ Let A be a local Bass order with A < (A),. It follows from the 
proof of Lemma 1.3 that rad A=w(A),, since A is local and (A)2 is 
nonlocal. Thus L = A/rad A is a f-subalgebra of (A),/o(A), = (F),. 
By Lemma 1.2, we also have dim,(F), = 2. Conversely, let L be a 
f-subalgebra of (F), satisfying the above condition and A=p-‘(L). Then 
rad A=o(A),, so A is local and (A),= O,(rad A). By the assumption, we 
have dim,((A),/A) = 1. Thus (A),/A is a cyclic A-module. Hence A is Bass 
by Lemma 1.1. 
The following lemma determines all f-subalgebras L in (F)2 such that L 
is a field and dim,(fi2=2. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be as above. Then, up to conjugate, 
L=IEF+ f 0” F, 
( > 
where c, d E F, d # 0, and X2 - CX - d is irreducible over F. 
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Proof: Since L contains F, L is an F-subalgebra of (F)2. Thus L has the 
form EF+ (: ;) F for c, d, e, f E F. We can assume f = 0 by subtracting f E. 
Since L is a field, we have e #O. By conjugation, we can make e = 1. 
The matrix (f {) satisfies the equation X2 - cX-- d = 0. Thus, since L is 
a field, X2 - cX- d must be irreducible over F. Conversely, let L be a 
f-subalgebra of (F)2 given in the statement of Lemma 2.2. Then obviously 
L satisfies the desired conditions. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be a local Bass order such that A < (A),. Then, 
up to conjugate, 
where de u(S), c = 0 or c E u(S), X2 - cX- d (mod nS) is irreducible over F. 
Proof This is a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
Next we construct a chain of local Bass orders in (A )2. Let 
s= ES + (f z) S, where c and d satisfy the conditions in Proposition 2.3. 
Put L = !?/7cs an extension of F of degree 2. Put A, = 3 + o(A),. Then we 
have 
THEOREM 2.4. Keeping the above notation, let A be a local Bass order 
such that A, > A. Then A = s+ wfs+ o’(A), for f E u((S),) such that 
fs=w-‘&of (mod n(S),). M oreover, suppose that ufs = &of and put 
i-1 
A,=~+wfAi,-,= 1 (of)‘~+o’(A), (i> 2). 
j=O 
Suppose that Ai is Bass. Then 
0) Ai+, is Bass with Ai> A,+,, ifngwfAi, 
(ii) Ai properly contains no Bass order, if~$ofA~. 
Proof. A, is local Bass by Proposition 2.3. Let A = 3 + wfs + w’(A)~ 
for f Eu((S)~) such that fs=w-‘&of (mod 7r(S),). Recalling the 
assumption that o” = n and n > 2, we see that 71 EW~A,. Thus 
A/ofA,=(~+wfA,)/(~~+cofAl)~L. We have ofA,=wfs+o’(A),= 
&of +w2(A)2= A,of by the assumption, so of/i, = rad A. Since rad A,/ 
rad A = o(A),/wfA, z (A),/A, z L, we deduce that dim, A,/rad A = 2. 
This implies that dim, Al/A= 1, so Al/A is a cyclic A-module. Hence A is 
Bass by Lemma 1.1. Conversely, let A be a local Bass order with A, > A 
and N = rad A. Then by Lemma 1.2, we have A, = O,(N). Thus we deduce 
that N generates A: z A, by [2, Proposition 37.121; that is, A, @Mz N” 
for a left AI-lattice M. Since A, is local, A, is an indecomposable left 
AI-module, so A, @ M’ z N for a left A ,-lattice M’. Thus A, z N. Whence 
we can write N = A, g for some g E N. Since N is a two-sided A ,-ideal, we 
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obtain gA, c A, g. This deduces that gA, = A, g (see [4, Exercise 38.31). 
Next we show that A, = A + Ok. Suppose that A contains w(A )z. Then 
we have N=o(d),, so A, = O,(N)= (A),, a contradiction. This deduces 
thatn,=n+W(d)z.Thenn,/o(d),~((n+w(d),)/w(d),~,/nno(d),~ 
A/N, so we obtain A/Nr L. Thus dim, w(A),/N= 1. This shows that 
Nx Oar. Consequently, we have o(d), 2 N 1 o’(A)~, so o(d), = 
g(d),. Thus gEcu.u((d)z). We may take g such as g=wfforfEU((S)2), 
since N= g/l, + w’(d), and (A), = (S)z + We. It follows from the equa- 
tion of/i, = ,4,of that wfs + 7co(S)? = %$+ rrrro(S),, so we conclude that 
fS,u-’ swf (mod 7r(S)2). Since the intersection of A/N and (s+ N)/N in 
A,/N contains the identity element, we have A/N= (3 + N)/N. Thus we 
deduce that A = 3 + N = s+ wfs+ Oar. This completes the proof of the 
former part. In the following, we assume that ofs= %$ Assume that Ai 
is Bass and nEcof/l;. Then we have radAi=ofAi-,=Ai-,of and 
dim, Aip ,/Ai = 1. It follows that of/ii= wfs+ (of )’ Ai- L = &of + 
(wf )’ /ii-, = A,of, so of/ii is contained in rad Ai+ ,. We have 
Ai+,/wfAi=(~+wfAi)/wfAi=(~+ofAi)/(&+cufAi)zL by the assump- 
tion, so rad Ai+ L = wfAi. Consider the inclusions of Ai+ ,-modules 
Ai+l 
6 c 
rad Ai+ 1 = of/i; 
c c 
Ai. 
wfAi- , = rad Ai 
Then we have at once dim, Ai/Ai+ I = 1. Thus Ail/ii+, is cyclic as a Ai+ ,- 
module, so A,,, is Bass by Lemma 1.1. Finally, suppose that Ai is Bass 
and x $ of/ii. If there exists a Bass order A with Ai > A, then we can show 
that A=S+N and ofAi-,~N~(of)2Ai-1 in a manner similar to the 
former part, where we put N= rad A. It follows from [4, Theorem 6.151 
that nA c N. Thus N contains r& since N is a A,-module by Lemma 1.2. 
We have ofAiD(of)2Ai-,, so n#(rz~~f)~A~_~. Thus we have N=A~+ 
(wf )’ Al- r. On the other hand, we can show that N= Aih = hAi for 
h E wf . u( Ai- i ) in a manner similar to the former part. We deduce that 
N(A), = h(A), = o(A), = (KS+ (of )’ Ai_ ,)(A)z = o2 (A),, a contradiction. 
Hence (ii) holds. 
Using the above theorem, we give a local Bass order such that no 
conjugate of it contains Ed. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let I = GF(3) and R = I[ [t]] the formal power series 
ring. Let D be a central division K-algebra with index 2 and Hasse 
invariant l/2, that is, 
D = KQ aK@ wK@ oaK, OJ2=t, aw = coa3. 
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Then the unique maximal R-order A in D is 
A=R@aR@oROoaR=S@wS, 
where S = R@aR is a complete discrete valuation ring with a prime ele- 
ment t. It holds that rad A = OA = do and F= A/WA z S/tS is a quadratic 
extension of I. Thus Fz GF(3*), so we can assume that the unit group of 
F is generated by a. We have that a is the primitive 8th root of 1. Thus the 
additive form of a”s are: 
a2=1+a,a3=1+2a,a4=2,a5=2a,a6=2+2a,a7=2+a. 
Put E = (A y), l5 = (y t), f= (i E:), and S = IES + BS. We let the R-orders 
in (A),=&: 
4=s+w(A),, A,=S+wfT+t(A),. 
Then A, > A, > A2 is a chain of Bass orders such that 
(i) A, and A, are local, 
(ii) A2 properly contains no Bass order, 
(iii) no conjugate of A, contains IEA. 
ProoJ: Since X2 - a is irreducible over F, A, is a local Bass order with 
A, > A, by Proposition 2.3. We have c$lB = aEbf by the computation, so 
we deduce that wfs= swf: This implies that A2 is a local Bass order with 
A, > A, by Theorem 2.4. Next, suppose that of/i2 contains t. Since o* = t, 
we have o gfA2. Thus we have 
(*) 0 =f(s, + Bs,) +fwf(x, + B-q) + tl, 
for si, xi E S and I E (A),. It is easily seen that si E Sn OA = tS. Thus we 
may assume that s1 = s2 = 0. Multiplying the equation (*) by o-l, we have 
1 E o-‘fwf((x, + Bx,) (mod o(A),). Thus we obtain the equation IE = ($ z) 
(‘,; y;) in (F),, so we have ($ z) = (‘,: y;), where each yi is an image of 
xi onto F= S/rrS. But this equation has no solution, so ofA does not con- 
tain t. Consequently, A, properly contains no Bass order by Theorem 2.4. 
This proves (ii). Finally, we show (iii). If a conjugate of A2 contains Ed, 
then A, contains an element x such that o= ‘p-ix’p for some cp~u((D)~). 
Since o2 = t, we have x2 = t. Put x = s1 + Bs2 + of(x, + Bx,) + tl, for 
si, xi~S and ME*. Then x*=(s, + IEI.Y~)~ (modw(A),), so we have 
( :: ;y)* = 0 in (F),, where each ti is an image of si onto F. By the computa- 
tion, we have t, = t, = 0, so each SUE tS. Thus we may assume that 
s1 = s2 = 0. Put X= x, + Bx,. Then we have x2 = tw - tfxwfx+ td for 
A’E (A)*, so we obtain 1~ o-‘fxofx (mod o(A),). Using the equation 
481/153/l-9 
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a7c@ = Bof, we obtain Xof= of(x’, + as&B), where x: = w-‘sjo. Thus 
we get 1 = o-tfwf((?c’, + a5?c;lB) X (mod o(A)?). This shows 
Comparing the (1, 1) and (2, 2) entries, we obtain a5 = x~.Y’, + a”x,x; = a 
(mod WA), a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.6. Observing the order A, in Example 2.5, we point out what 
is wrong in the proof of [3, Proposition 14.1) and [S, Chap. IX, 
Lemma 6.22). We have seen that w is not contained in A,. Thus we have 
o/l, cz A,. So even if [Ed . UC U for a simple AZ-module U, it is not 
necessarily true that [Ed . A z c A,. Moreover, we shall see later that the case 
[Ed . U Q: U also occurs (see Remark 3.7). 
3. CHAINS OF Buss ORDERS STARTING FROM (i ",") 
We put A,=(: “,” ). First, we determine all local Bass orders A with 
A,>A. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the local 
Buss orders A with A < A,, and the f-subalgebras F’ of F@ F such that F’ is 
a field and dim,. (Fe F) = 2. The correspondence is given by 
A = p-‘(F’), F’ = A/rad A, 
where p: Ah + A,/rad A,, = F@ F is a canonical projection. 
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Lemma 2.1. 
The following lemma determines all f-subalgebras F’ of F@ F such that 
F’ is a field and dim,. (Fe F) = 2. Note that F’ z F. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F’ be us above and Gal( F/f) = (o ) a gulois group of F/:/t, 
where o is the Frobenius automorphism. Then F’ equals Fi = {(x, x~): x E F} 
for some i (O<i<n- 1). 
ProoJ Let cp and + be maps from F’ to F defined by cp(x, y) = x and 
@(x, y) = y for (x, y) E F’. Then cp, II/ are isomorphisms. Thus we can put 
F’ = {(XC’, e(xy’): x E F} for some i, j (0 < i, j < n - 1). Here we can easily 
show that 19 is an automorphism of F. Thus we have that F’ = F, for some 
i (OGiGn- 1). 
Let L = K[a] be the quotient field of S. Then Gal(L/K) = Gal(F/f), so 
we identify them and put Gal(L/K)= <B>. Let Gi= p-‘(F,), where 
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p: A,, -+ F@ F is a canonical projection and each Fi is defined in Lemma 3.2 
(0 < i < n - 1). Then we may write 
Gi= :j=O, l,..., IFI -2 (O<i<n- 1). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The notation is as above. Let A be a local Bass order 
with A,>A. Then A=Gi+radA,forsomei(O<i<n-1). 
Proof: This follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
Finally, we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let i be such that 0 d i < n - 1. Then 
(1) if njr - 2i, then Gi + rad A,, properly contains no local Bass order, 
(2) if n 1 r - 2i, then there exists an infinite chain of Bass orders Ah = 
A,> A, > A, > ..., bvhere 
Aj=Gi+ fGi+ ... +fi-lGi+fj/i,=Gi+fAj-, (j= 1, 2, . ..) 
andf =( y 7) for uEu(S). 
Proof: We see that A, = Gi + rad A, is local Bass by Proposition 3.3. 
Let A be a local Bass order with A, > A and N= rad A. We can show that 
N=fAl=A,f, A/NzA,,/radA,zF, and radA,DNN(radA,)* in a 
manner similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4. Put 6 = (y t). Then 
rad A,, = CIA,,. The relation GA, 1 fA, I Ci2Ah gives that GA,, = f/l,, and 
N = fA, + 6’Ah. First, we can take f = c3( f; t) for U, u E A. Then, since 
A = QJ’:d W’S and OA = xS@ (0;:: W’S), we may assume that u and v 
are in S. Further, u and u must be units, since &A, = f/i,,. The auto- 
morphism; 1 H (h “!,) ,I( A 8) makes Ah, A,, Gi invariable, so we may 
assume that v = 1. Since f/i, = A If, we have 
(*) (:, I])(G,+ GA,) = (k?G,6(; &) + L3/ih). 
The equality (*) holds if and only if (A i) Gi E K’Gi&(A t) (mod c3Ah). 
By the relation o- ‘ace = a4’ = a”, we have 
Thus (* ) holds if and only if there exists y E F such that y = au’ and y”’ = au’, 
that is, a”” = au’. Thus o’- 2i = id holds, so n 1 r - 2i. We have shown that if 
there exists a local Bass order A with A, > A then n 1 r - 2i. Therefore, (1) 
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holds. Next, assume that n 1 r - 2i. Then crp ‘i = id. Let u be a unit of S and 
ii = (A z). Then 
for x = au’. Thus we have G,cX c ciXGi, so G,Qfi = dkiGi. Put f = c&Z Then 
A’=Gi+fGi+f2Gi+ ... is a ring. It holds that f 2n = nNLI,(u) IE. Since 
NLIK(z4)e u(R), we have that f/i’ contains n. Thus Aj= A’+ fjA, 
(i = 0, 1, . ..) are R-orders such that each f/ii contains rr. In a manner similar 
to the proof of Theorem 2.4, we can show that rad Aj = f/ii-, = Aj-, f and 
Ajp i/Aj is cyclic as a A,-module for every j = 1,2, . . . . Thus each A, 
(j= 1,2, . ..) is local Bass by Lemma 1.1 and induction. This proves (2). 
Remark 3.5. Recalling the assumption that (n, r) = 1 and 0 < i < n - 1, 
we can see when the two cases of Theorem 3.4 occur. 
(i) Let n be even. Then r is odd. Thus njr-2i, so only the case (1) 
occurs. 
(ii) Let n be odd. If n 1 r - 2i, then r - 2i = --n or 0. When r is odd 
(even), only the case r - 2i = -n (0) occurs. 
Consequently, case (2) occurs for one and only one i, provided that n is 
odd; that is, i = (n + r)/2, if r is odd, i = r/2, if r is even. 
We give an example of a local Bass order A such that no conjugate of 
it contains [Ed for a noncentral case. Though noncentral cases are out of 
the above theorem, the construction there suggests the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Put f=GF(2), f,=GF(2*), and R=f[[t]], R,=f,[[t]] 
the formal power series rings. Let K, be a quotient field of R,,. Let D be 
a central division K,-algebra with index 2 and Hasse invariant l/2, that is, 
D= K,~aK,@wK,~waK,, o*=t, aw = wa4. 
Then the unique maximal R,-order A in D is A = R, @ aR, @ oR, 0 waR,. 
It is noted that A is also a maximal R-order in D by [4, Theorem 10.51. 
It holds that rad A = WA = do and Fz A/cod z GF(24). We may assume 
that the unit group of F is generated by a. Put 
G= ; i=o, 1, . ..) 14 u {O}, A=G+(Wdd ;;). 
Then A is an R-order in (noncentral) K-algebra (D),. By the theory of 
hereditary orders (cf. [4, Theorem 39.13]), A,,= (i 0,“) is a minimal 
hereditary R-order in (D),. It is easily seen that rad A = rad Ah and 
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A/rad A z F. Thus A,, = O,(rad A) and dim, A,,/A = 1, so Ah//i is cyclic as 
a A-module. Therefore, A is Bass by Lemma 1.1. Since the center of A is 
f + fR,, no conjugate of A contains EA. We summarize the above results as 
follows. 
(i) A is a local Bass R-order in a K-algebra (D)*. 
(ii) No conjugate of A contains EA. 
Remark 3.7 (cf. Remark 2.6). A simple A-module U := A/rad A equals 
{(x, x2): x E F} in F@ F. But [Ed acts on U as {(x, x): x E F}. Thus we 
conclude that IEA . U c U. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this section, we examine the list of [S, Chap. IX, Sect. 6, p. 2861. The 
list consists of cases (a), . . . . (e), so we follow them. 
Case a. A=(: $‘), I>O. 
It is well known that A is Bass, but not local. 
Case b. A=EA+(“,d 0,:). 
This A coincides with Go + rad Ah in Proposition 3.3. 
Case c. A=AlE+A($ :)+A(: $)+A(“;’ i),k21,r>O,cEu(A). 
Consider the same situation as Example 2.5 and put E = a. Since 
(“;’ i)o~A, we have (“;’ ;)w=d,lE+d,($ i)+d& $)+d4(yr z), 
dig A. Comparing the (1,2) and (2, 1) entries, we get d4 = o and 
aw=d,ok+d,a. Thus we have ao--a=d,wk, so we have d,cok-’ =a6 
by the computation. Hence we obtain k = 1. Therefore, A contains IEd + 
( “d” :d,)+A( “I’ 6). If r > 1, then A contains (“I’ 8) - ($ 8) = (y E). Thus 
A=AE+A(y ~)+o(A),=SlE+S(~ ~)+o(A), for EEU(S). If r=O, then 
A = SE + S( t i) + We for E E u(S), similarly. In either case, this A is 
obtained in Proposition 2.3. 
Case d. A=AE+A(f :)+A(: $)+A(“;’ “;),k2l,r2l,cEu(A). 
Consider the same situation as Example 2.5 and put E = a. Since 
(7 3 o E A, we get k = 1 in a manner similar to Case c. Then A is the 
same order as Case b. 
Case e. A=AlE+A($ :)+A(: Okgt’)+A(U;’ “~),k>l,r~l,cEu(A). 
In a manner similar to Case d, we get k = 0. Thus A = Ah is a minimal 
hereditary order. 
All in all, we conclude that the list contains a part of local Bass orders 
A with (A),>A and f=lEA+radA,. In particular, all the Bass orders 
obtained in Theorem 2.4, Proposition 3.3 (except above r), and 
Theorem 3.4 are new ones. 
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